sive Capitalism” hedge fund war council. He followed
up a few days later, co-hosting the “Clean Energy Finance Summit” held June 3-4 at the UK Department of
Energy (see “Prince Charles and the City Seek To Save
Their System,” EIR, June 6, 2014).
Lunatic? Yes, but the perverse radical monetarism
expressed in GLOBE’s “natural capital accounting”
goal, is no different than the drive to include prostitution and illegal drugs in national accounts, as the Troika
has ordered for the entire European Union by September. Underlying both of these measures, is the Satanic
oligarchical view of humanity which Aeschylus portrayed in his immortal “Prometheus Bound.” Mankind
is not the species uniquely capable of willful, creative
development of the universe, thus responsible for everextending our dominion over that universe, but a plague
to be killed.
The treatment of the African delegates to the Mexico
City summit puts the point on the fact that, when the
Crown’s minions assert human activity “degrades” the
planet, they mean all human activity, whether powered
by nuclear energy, fossil fuels, or even plain old wood:
The African legislators reported that their nations are
under attack for using firewood.

Mocila Charges GLOBE with
Suppression of Free Speech
June 12—Three journalists who are members of
the LaRouche Citizens Movement of Mexico
(Mocila) yesterday filed a formal complaint before
the Special Prosecutor for Adressing Crimes
Against Free Speech, which is part of Mexico’s
Federal Prosecutor General of the Republic’s
office, charging individuals associated with the private security firm hired by GLOBE (Global Legislators for a Balanced Environment) with physical
violence in removing them from a public meeting
of GLOBE in the Mexican Congress on June 8,
2014.
When the Mocila organizers attempted to raise
GLOBE’s role in the British monarchy’s drive to
reduce the world population to 1 billion or less, at the
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Inter Press Service reported in a June 9 wire that
African legislators attending the summit came under
attack for not being ambitious enough to meet the challenge of a changing climate. The case of the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) was cited. While the
DRC is a gung-ho participant in the project to get nations to limit or prohibit use of national forests in exchange for cash (the “Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation” [REDD+] scam),
those limitations have not been institutionalized in “a
legally binding framework.”
What does this mean in human terms? A legislator
from the DRC attending the summit explained to
IPS: “We need it [the forest] to feed our people, to get
heat, to cook. You cannot tell your wife to stop using
firewood and not provide an alternative source of
energy.”
Nothing less than the dehumanization of the planet
will satisfy this British monarchy, until it is banished
from the Earth.
Research for this article was provided by Blanca
Estela Pérez García.

GLOBE conference’s closing session, they were violently expelled from the meeting by security personnel, with three of the Mocila women being particularly roughed up, punched, scratched, having their
blouses torn, etc.
Blanca Estela Pérez García, Laura Flores, and
Carolina Domínguez filed formal complaints against
John Gummer (aka Lord Deben), in his capacity as
President of GLOBE and the person in charge of the
three-day event, including chairing the closing session when the violence occurred. They also cited the
names of the Mexican Congressmen who are members of GLOBE Mexico.
Officials of the Special Prosecutors office received the complaint; had a forensic doctor document the multiple bruises and injuries sustained by
the three women; and advised the complainants that
specialists from the prosecutor’s office would go to
the Congress and interview witnesses and participants, as well as obtain other documentary evidence,
such as video footage.
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